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ABSTRACT
It is being increasingly recognized that geological media are inherently
rough with persistent, long-range spatial correlations in physical properties, including electrical conductivity, which spans many decades in
length scale. In the present study, the ideas of a multi-scaled geological
medium and the anomalous diffusion of electromagnetic eddy currents
applied, in Keritis Basin (Western Crete, Greece), a complex geological
system surrounded by normal faults and with the majority of formations to be calcareous and karstified. The evidence of a multi-scaled hierarchical structure is presented,based on observed q-exponential
distributions of the resistivity, supporting our motivation to introduce
fractional diffusion ideas and non-extensive statistical physics to describe the geoelectrical structure of karstified Keritis basin. The essential goal of this paper is to test in a real geological complex formation
the Transient Electromagnetic Method (TEM) response in terms of the
rough geological medium where the conductivity of the ground has a
spatial distribution, which is described by a roughness parameterand
to better understand the geoelectrical properties of complex geological
structure introducing the ideas of fractional diffusion and non extensive statistical physics.

1. Introduction
Electromagnetic methods are widely applicable to
the solution of environmental and engineering problems, since they are very effective in applications where
the geoelectric structure is simple and the geological
medium is characterized by a piecewise smooth spatial
distribution of electrical conductivity. However, such a
description cannot always be justiﬁed and recent results
suggest that most of the physical properties of geological media, including electrical conductivity, are inherently rough forming a multiscaled structure [Pilkington
and Todoeschuck 1993, Painter 1996,Tennekoon et al.

2005, Molz and Hyden 2006, Beskardes et al. 2017].
In Earth sciences the conceptsof fractal geometry
and complexity have been introduced to describe patterns in geophysics, seismicity, volcanology, geomorphology and hydrogeology introducing the fractal
properties of multiscale heterogeneity [Vallianatos
1996, Turcotte 1997, White et al. 2002, Bahr et al. 2002,
Kiyashchenko et al. 2004, Kouli et al. 2007, Vallianatos
and Telesca 2012]. Everett and Weiss [2002] showed
that observed electromagnetic responses can be represented as fractal signals due to the inherent multi-scaled
structure (called roughness) of the geological medium
and placed an emphasis on the need for multiscale analysis to develop complex geology models that would
permit the recognition of its electromagnetic signature.
In Ge et al. [2012, 2015] the complexity of geological
medium introduced, leads to electromagnetic fractional diffusion equation to assess the electromagnetic
responses due to a multiscale structured subsurface.
Weiss and Everett [2007] found evidence for the
fractional diffusion of electromagnetic eddy currents
using time domain electromagnetic (TEM) data. They
deﬁne a roughness parameter, related to the subsurface
fracture density, to characterize the complexity of the
geoelectric structure. From all the above mentioned
works, it is well documented that anomalous diffusion
is strongly associated with spatial variations of material properties. Although the electromagnetic response
of geological media is a complicated function of
grain/ﬂuid interactions, the spatial hierarchy of a geological formation also strongly inﬂuences the geometry of electric current pathways. The inherent presence
of multiscale network to most of the structures inﬂu-
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ence their conductivity parameters, resulting in anomalous diffusion. At a microscopic level, classical diffusion
is generated by the random motion of individual particles/charges and is traditionally described as a stochastic Gaussian process. However, in anomalous diffusion,
the mean-square variance of the particle displacement
grows faster or slower than that of a Gaussian diffusion
process. Thus, the application of fractional electromagnetism is a challenge to describe the effects of geoelectromagnetic induction in geological formations. All
the above mentioned studies, support the idea that real
subsurface geometries could be viewed as the superposition of geologic rock types spanning multiple
length scales. Across all scales, the corresponding electrical conductivities of the spatial-correlated geologic
textures in rocks should generate long-range-dependent, or fractal-like electromagnetic responses.
In a more recent work, Weymeret al. [2015] used
the electromagnetic method to evaluate short- and
long-range correlations in a large scale geological structure demonstrated that electromagnetic responses are
governed by long-range dependence effects. To describe the long-range interaction we can consider the
use of statistical physics to understand the collective
properties of geostructures. Then a natural question
arises. What type of statistical physics is appropriate to
describe effects where long-range dependence effects
are important? An answer to the previous question
could be non-extensive statistical physics (NESP), originally introduced by Tsallis [1988] and recently summarized in Tsallis [2009]. The latter is strongly
supported by the fact that this type of statistical mechanics is the appropriate methodological tool to describe entities with (multi) fractal distributions of their
elements and where long-range dependence are important as in fracturing phenomena [Vallianatos et al.
2012] and in most patterns appeared in Earth sciences.
NESP is based on a generalization of the classic Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy and has the main advantage that
it considers all-length scale correlations among the elements of a system, leading to a very common in Earth
Sciences asymptotic power-law behavior. A lot of work
has been recently done in topics concerning earth sciences in terms of non-extensive statistical mechanics.
This work varies from pre-seismic electromagnetic
emissions [Kalimeri et al. 2008, Potirakis et al. 2012],
Geoelectromagnetism and Space Physics [Balasis et al.
2008, 2009, 2016], evolution of seismicity [Telesca 2010,
2011, Ramirez-Rojas and Flores-Marquez 2011, Papadakis et al. 2013, 2014, Vallianatos et al. 2014, Efstathiou et al. 2015], topics concerning laboratory
geophysics [Vallianatos et al. 2012, Vallianatos et al.

2013] and other miscellaneous geophysical topics such
as fault population distribution [Vallianatos et al. 2011,
Vallianatos and Sammonds, 2011, Vilar et al. 2007,
Michas et al. 2015, Papadakis et al. 2016], earthquake
energy ﬂuctuations [Wang et al. 2015], rockfalls distribution [Vallianatos 2013] and polarity reversals of
Earth’s geomagnetic ﬁeld [Vallianatos 2011]. In addition
concepts of universality between different extreme
events in the Solar-Terrestrial system is given in Balasis
et al. [ 2011 a, b, c]. An extended review of the applications of non-extensive statistical mechanics in Earth Sciences is given in Vallianatos et al. [2015] and Vallianatos
et al. [2016].
In this work we study the statistical features of
Earth’s resistivity in a karstic basin as extracted from
TEM soundings introducing the idea of electromagnetic fractional diffusion equation to assess the electromagnetic responses due to a multiscale structured
subsurface and viewing the statistical properties of resistivity in terms of non-extensive statistical physics.
Our results support the idea that long-range correlations that are present in Earth’s structure could be extracted in terms of non extensive statistical physics and
to described by q-exponential distributions that obtained using ﬁrst principles. The scope of this work is
not to present a physical model of earth’s resistivity
structure but rather to present a phenomenological approach that describes fundamental properties that we
have to take into account in view of complexity theory.
2. Geological and Tectonic Settings of Keritis basin
The geology of Crete in the Southern Aegean sea is
considered to be very interesting due to the position of
the island (in the central fore arc of the Hellenic Subduction Zone) and the complexity of its tectonic structure [Angelier 1976].
The study area is represented by the Keritis Basin
which is situated in the northwestern part of Chania
Prefecture, at Crete Island in Greece (Figure 1). The hydrological basin of Keritis represents one of the most
important basins in the municipality of Chania [Kanta
et al. 2009a, 2009b, 2013, Parisi et al. 2013]. The area is
drained by the main river of the basin, named Keritis
River. In the area, three different morphological zones
can be distinguished: the mountainous, the semi-mountainous and the lowland which comprise, respectively,
the south, central and north part of the basin. In particular: a) the mountainous zone comprises the northwest karstic sector of the White Mountains, typical
karstic areas which represent all the shapes from the
fractured carbonate rocks; b) the semi-mountainous
zone, the southern part of the area representing the
2
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Figure 1. Geological and tectonic map of Keritis basin (western part of Crete Island, Greece) extracted from Kanta et al. [2009a]. Different
colors demonstrate the variety of the geological formations (Quaternary deposits, Neogene sediments, Tripolis carbonates, PhyllitesQuartzites, Trypalion carbonates, Plattenkalk limestone). Solid black lines denote visible/concealed faults. The faults are from the geological maps of IGME (1969) and Lionis and Perleros (2001). The locations of the TEM soundings are also depicted as black solid circles.

transition from the mountainous to the semi-mountainous zone sharply deﬁned by the drop-off of the tectonic structures and c) the lowland zone is the area with

soft relief and lowland areas.
The major part of Keritis basin is covered by Quaternary deposits and Miocene sediments that expand to
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the north-east, south-east and south-west. In addition,
Pliocene sediments in the north-western part of the
study area and the Tripolis nappe also appear in the
north-eastern and north-western part of the basin. Dissected hills of Phyllites and Quartzites, a Late Carboniferous to Late Triassic package of sedimentary
rocks composed mostly of quartz-rich siliciclastic sediments, with minor limestone, gypsum, and volcanic
rocks [Krahl et al. 1983] are observed mainly in the
south-western and south-eastern part of the study
area.The Trypalion nappe is exposed in the central-eastern part and ﬁnally, the Plattenkalk limestone is exposed
locally in the south-western part of the study area.
The study area consists of a complex tectonic system surrounded by normal faults. The majority of the
formations are calcareous and karstiﬁed (high permeability rocks, as that of karstic limestones of Tripolis
and Trypalion). The current tectonic regime is dominated by almost north-south and east-west extensions
[Lionis and Perleros 2001]. The main strikes of faults
are northwest-southeast and east-west (Figure 1), which
deﬁnes the boundaries between the existing geological
and hydrolithological units as well as the groundwater
ﬂow direction, as some of the faults bound and direct
the groundwater ﬂow [Soupios et al. 2007, Kanta et al.
2009a, Kanta et al. 2013].The lithologic composition of
the aquifer system is described by Soupios et al. [2007]
as clayey/silty sand material enhanced with rubbles and
gravels, whereas the estimated and measured hydraulic
conductivity values of the aquifer are located within
the characteristic limits of pure sands and gravels as
stated by Soupios et al. [2007]. Figure 1 presents the geological setting of the study area along with the sites
where ﬁeld measurements using Transient Electromagnetic sounding methodology were carried out .

the subsurface is prescribed by the fundamental electromagnetic laws along with the knowledge of the subsurface electrical conductivity distribution σ(r).
Overviews of electromagnetic induction are given in a
very broad literature [Wait 1951, Nabighiam 1979,
Ward and Hohmann 1987, McNeil 1990, Nabighiam
and Macnae 1991].
Low-frequency electromagnetic induction in an
idealized piecewise smooth Earth is well described by
Maxwell equations as a classical diffusion process. In
the case of a rough (multi-scaled) geological medium
containing long-range-dependent heterogeneities, the
importance of the multiscale electrical properties in the
electromagnetic responses, only recently has been recognized [Everett and Weiss 2002, Everett 2009]. Multiscale hierarchical geoelectrical structures affect
electromagnetic responses in a way that approaches
based on coarse, piecewise smooth representations of
earth structure, are approximations introducing a lack
of understanding of the complexity of a real solid earth
structure.
In this paragraph we recapitulate the basic principles of classical TEM method along with an introduction to the anomalous (fractional) diffusion approach
used to describe the electromagnetic induction in
rough (multiscale) geological structures.
In the central-loop TEM sounding method, a current is induced in a classical diffusion way into the
ground by a time-varying magnetic ﬁeld of a controlled
magnitude generated by a source loop. A loop of wire
is placed on the ground and a constant magnetic ﬁeld
of known strength is built up by transmitting a constant
current into the loop. The current is then abruptly
turned off, and the decaying magnetic ﬁeld induces
electromotive forces in the ground. The induced current is initially concentrated below the transmitter loop,
but then the current diffuses down and away from the
transmitter. The current distribution in the ground generates a secondary magnetic ﬁeld that decays with time.
The decay rate of the secondary magnetic ﬁeld as a
function of time is monitored by measuring the voltage induced in a receiver coil at the centre of the transmitting loop in time gates. The current distribution and
the decay rate of the secondary magnetic ﬁeld depend
on the resistivity structure of the earth. The decay rate,
recorded as a function of time after the current in the
transmitter loop is turned off, can therefore be interpreted in terms of the subsurface resistivity structure
[Arnason 1989, Nabighiam and Macnae 1991].
In recent works [Swidinsky and Weiss 2017,
Swidinsky and Nabighian 2015] the transient induction
log response in a half space of conductivity σ and free

3. Principles of the central loop Transient electromagnetic method over a multiscale (rough) geological medium
Electromagnetic methods of geophysical exploration are diagnostic of the spatial and, sometimes, the
temporal variability in ground electrical resistivity, a
macroscopic physical property that is a function of
many interconnected parameters including lithology,
pore-scale surface chemistry, fracture density, and the
presence and distribution of ﬂuids. When an electromagnetic source is applied, the Earth’s macroscopic response is a multiscale integration of the effects of
charges that build up at conductivity gradients and contrasts and currents that follow speciﬁc pathways in accordance with the electrical properties of the medium.
The geometry of induced electric current pathways in
4
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space magnetic permeability μο have been presented in
a compact analytical way. An analytical expression for
the azimuthal electric ﬁeld Eφ produced, when a current I is rapidly switched off in a horizontal loop of
wire with radius a located at the origin derived as:
Eϕ (r,z,t) =

I aμ o θ 2 −θ 2 (a 2 +r 2 +z 2 )
e
I1 (2θ 2ar)
2
2
πt

[Metzler and Klafter 2000]. As mentioned, fractional diffusion equation for electromagnetic induction originated due to the superposition of responses from
individual geological structures that exist at multiple
length scales and the mutual induction between them,
in order to form the observed electromagnetic response. A classical diffusion equation may be adequate
to describe geological media, which can be approximated by blocks of spatially smoothly varying material
properties. However, it is the superposition of individual electromagnetic responses from induced currents
ﬂowing in layers upon layers of hierarchical structures
that combined to form the measured electromagnetic
response which is governed by a fractional diffusion
equation. Interpretation of electromagnetic geophysical data in terms of a fractal description of subsurface
electrical conductivity is not new. Everett and Weiss
[2002] showed that proﬁles of frequency domain controlled-source electromagnetic responses are inherently
rough, while Weiss and Everett [2007] derived the electromagnetic fractional diffusion governing equations
starting from the conventional Maxwell’s equations.
Fractional derivatives naturally arise when one
considers transport processes within spatially hierarchical materials [Metzler and Klafter 2000]. A generalized Ohm’s law J(t)=σ*e(t) has been used in geophysics
to model electromagnetic induction in a polarizable
medium [Esposito et al. 2017, Mauriello et al. 1996,
Patella 2008, Smith et al. 1988]. Typically, modelling
EM induction in such a medium is performed in the frequency domain, in which case Ohm’s law becomes the
product J(ω)=σ(ω)E(ω), and the governing Maxwell
equations are solved for a given frequency assuming a
time-harmonic source excitation. In a number of works
[Everett 2009, Ge et al. 2012, Ge et al. 2015 and references therein] employed a time-domain convolutional
Ohm’s law for describing transient electromagnetic induction in a non-polarizable, but spatially rough
medium.They incorporate the time-convolution form
of Ohm’s law within Ampere’s law

(1)

o
where θ=
and I1 is a modiﬁed Bessel function of
4t
the ﬁrst kind. From Faraday’s Law, the voltage induced
in a receiver loop coincident with the transmitter wire is:

μσ

θ !2θ zα z I1 (2θ 2α 2 )
e
!t z

V(t) = µo! Iα 2

(2)

In principle one could measure the relaxation time
series V(t) and then determine formation’s resistivity.
However, such a procedure is limited by the non-linear
nature of the exponential and Bessel functions. Instead,
examination of the late-time response (t → ∞ and θ → 0)
yields a simple expression for the electromagnetic response and the earth’s apparent conductivity. The late
time-response derived by expanding the Bessel function
and the exponential one by a polynomial series in the
product θ2a2, yielding [Abramowitz and Stegun 1964]:
I1(2θ 2a 2 ) = θ 2a 2 +

and

e

!θ zα z

(θ zα z )z (θ zα z )z
+
+ ...
2!
2!3!

(θ zα z )z
= 1! θ α +
2
2

(3)

2

Inserting the expansions into the expression which
gives V(t) and keeping the lowest order, which corresponds to late time, we lead to:
3/2

µ σ 
V(t) ≅ ! Iα 4µo  o  t '5/2
 4 

(4)

The aforementioned equation indicated that for a
homogeneous half space V(t) scales to t-5/2 and σ3/2 in
the late stage. The response of homogenous half spaces
with different resistivities has the same common character and can be divided into three stages: a) in the early
stage, where the induced voltage is constant in time, b)
in the intermediate stage, where the voltage starts to
decrease with time and with steadily increasing slope
on log-log scale until the late stage is reached and c) in
the third stage, when the voltage response decreases
with time in such a way that the logarithm of the induced voltage decreases linearly as a function of the
logarithm of time with slope -5/2 and an induced voltage scaling with conductivity as σ3/2 appears.
For a complex multi-scaled geological structure,
the concept of anomalous diffusion must be introduced

where

∇ " b(t) = µoσ β ∗e(t)+ µo J s (t)

σ e(t')dt'
σ β ∗e(t) = ! 0 β 1!β
(t !t')

(5)

t

and σβ is a generalized electrical conductivity with dimensions of S/m sβand μ0 is the free space magnetic
permeability. Accordingly, as proposed by Everett
[2009] we can write σβ ~ στ-β, where τ is a parameter
with dimensions of time. Note that this form for the
generalized electrical conductivity σβ is appropriate for
the anomalous diffusion description of a spatially rough
5
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medium and the quantity σβ is referred to as the
“anomalous electrical conductivity” in Weiss and Everett [2007].
In case where the geological medium is homogeneous, the induction current diffuses in classical terms.
In contrast, in real earth we observe variations in spatial
heterogeneity and thus an anomalous diffusion of the
induction current. The anomalous diffusion can be generated by a random walk within the complex geometry
of a disordered system [Hamrouni and Abdenndher
2016, Juhász and Iglói 2010]. The parameter β introduced in the deﬁnition of anomalous conductivity, express the ability of fractal transport of charge carriers
within a complex geometry (disordered medium) whose
heterogeneities obey a spatial power law distribution. In
this case the step lengths or equivalently the waiting
times follow the theory of continuous time random
walk (CTRW), and the parameter β describes the
roughness of the medium and is related with the waiting time distribution of a charge carrier in a fractal
geoelectrical network. Thus β could be a parameter
that describes the degree of fracturing in the geological formation and increasing of β is associated with the
increase of fracturing in the geological formation. Alternatively, β describes the non-Gaussian step-length
distribution function in CTRW and a low β value indicates shorter step-lengths and thus a smaller fracture
density, while high β values are associated with longer
step-lengths and increasing density of large fractures
[Chi et al. 2014, Elliot et al. 2014].
As a consequence of the above the generalized Ohm’s
law used and the electromagnetic induction becomes an
anomalous diffusion process in a geologically roughmulti-scaled medium. It can be shown that under general conditions, the above equations describe
anomalous diffusion [Metzler and Klafter 2000, Caputo
2003, Weiss and Everett 2007] and the convolutional diffusion equation for the electric ﬁeld can be expressed
as a fractional diffusion equation where we take into
account the generalized Ohm’s law as a convolutionexpression given by:

Klafter 2000] emphasizing the crucial role of anomalous diffusion in the electromagnetic induction in a
multiscale structure. Combining the fundamental
equations presented with Faraday’s law, following Everett [2009] we can eliminate the magnetic ﬁeld and obtain a fractional differential equation for the Electric
one given as:
β
∇ " ∇ " e (t) = -µoσ β o Do 1#
e µo
t e(t)-

ϑ Js
ϑt

(7a)

from which we get the fractional diffusion equation
∇ 2e (t) = µoσ β 0 Dt1"β e(t)

(7b)

∇ " ∇ " e (s) = -µoσ s1!β e(s) - µo s js (s)

(8a)

∇ 2e (s) = µoσ β s1!β e(s)

(8b)

for the out of the source area. The fractional diffusion
Equation (xx) is conveniently solved in the Laplace’s domain since the Laplace transformation of the operator
1-β
β
yield to L{oD1t e(t)}= s e(s) [Abramowitz and Stegun
1964, Metzler and Klafter 2000], the Laplace transform
of the Equation (7a) is
while that of (7b) results to the fractional diffusion
equation
where e(s) is denoted as the Laplace transform of the
electric ﬁeld and s is the Laplace variable. It is clear that
in the multi-scaled geological structure, Equations (8,
a,b) are identical to the classical problem [Nabighiam
and Macnae 1991] except that, in the ﬁrst term on the
right-hand side of equations we have s1−β instead of s.
The solution to the rough geology problem generalizes
classical solutions (corresponding to the limit β→0) for
the electromagnetic response of a loop over a uniform
conducting half-space. Worth to mentioned that in the
special case of a smooth medium in which the roughness parameter β→0, the fractional diffusion reduces to
the
classical
diffusion
equation
∇×∇×E=−μ0∂(σE+JS)/∂t with a scaling law V~ t-5/2.
In Hanstein [2009] the response of a vertical magnetic
dipole in frequency domain over a rough conductive
media is given as

σ ϑ  t e (t ')dt ' 
ϑ
1!β
σ β ∗e ) = β
!
 = σ β oDt e(t) (6)
(
ϑt
Γ(β ) ϑ t  0 (t !t ')1!β 

where Γ(x) is the Gamma function serving as a normalizing constant and the time derivative as expressed
by the fractional derivative D1-t β e(t) or Riemann-Louiville operator [Caputo 2003 and references therein]. The
Riemann-Louiville deﬁnition of a fractional order
derivative is the fundamental governing operator of a
fractional transport process and is a direct result from
Continuous Time Random Walk theory [Metzler and

hz (s) =

M 1
2
3 !u
!9 +(9 + 9u + 4u +u )e 
2! r 3 u 2

(9)

with the fractional induction number u=ikβr=i(s1-βμoσ)1/2r.
In the case where β=0 the expression is identical to that
of Ward and Hohmann [1987]. For normal diffusion
with roughness equal zero the transient response can
be also given in analytical expression but for a general
fractional induction number with the roughness pa6
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rameter β the transformation to time domain has to be
done by numerical techniques. Only the asymptotic
limits for the high and low frequency limit can be calculated in closed form. For high frequency and early
M 9
!
time we get hhf
z (s) = 2! r 2 u 2 and the response in time
domain is
H Zer (t) = !

M
9
1
t !β
3
2
2! r µoσ r Γ(1! β )

ysed using the TEM-RES software [Barsukov and
Fainberg 2002, Barsukov et al. 2007]. A typical TEM response presented in Figure 2 which in view of Equation
(13) corresponds to β ≈ 0.2.Using the approach presented
in Svetov and Barsukov [1984] the TEM data inverted to
create a resistivity model of the area presented in Kanta
et al. [2009b] and Kanta et al. [2013] and a multiscale heterogeneity suggested as a result of the spatial variability
of geological processes which operates across multiple
length scales. The relationship between the multiscale
geoelectrical heterogeneity and the TEM response has not
been completely understood due to the limited observations and the insufﬁciency of traditional modelling approaches which oversimplify the Earth structure as an idealized piecewise smooth medium. To study the existence
of any statistical and hierarchical pattern in the resistivity
structure, we use the parameter Vo(σ) of Equation (13)
which linearly scales with σ=1/ρ. Since Equation (13) is
the late time TEM response we select the soundings
where γ(β)<2. Furthermore, our results are related with
layers E and F (depth of the order of 100-150m) as presented in Figure 4 of Kanta et al. [2013]. In order to
study the spatial multiscaling character of the structure,
in a universal formalism we introduce the normalized

(10)

For low frequency approximation we can developed a series expansion of the magnetic ﬁeld as
hzlf (s) =

M
2! r 3

2

" (n 1)(n 3)
1
( u)n 2 
 1 2(#n=4
n!
2


(11)

where the ﬁrst three terms of the expansion are important to approximate the late time behavior given as
hzlf (s) ! "


M 1
1
4
"1" u 2 + u3 "...

2! r 3 2 
2
15

(12)

In time domain the ﬁrst term in the above expression is a δ-function without inﬂuence on late time decay
while for the second term taking into account the inverse
Laplace transform L!1(s1!β ) = ! Γ(β ) t !(2!β ) for β>0 [Hanstein,
β !1
2009] we conclude that it is responsible for the late time
behavior in a rough medium. The third term describes
the classical decay response in a non-fractional medium
and fora fractional medium this term decays faster than
the previous second term. Thus, the late time TEM response over a rough (multiscaled) earth with conductivity σ is scaling with time as
V(t)~

dhzlr
M µoσ Γ(β ) !(2!β )
=
t
dt 2! r 3 2(β !1)

(13)

with 0 < β < 1.
The cause for the heavy tailed decay response in
rough geological media can be explained by the additive
second term in the series expansion which yield to a
continuous transition from non-fractional to fractional
diffusion. Equation (13) is an expression of the form V(t)
≈ Vot-γ(β) with γ(β)=2-β<2 and Vo(σ,β,Μ) is linearly
scaled with conductivity σ in contrast to the homogeneous earth case where Vo scaled with σ3/2. The transient decay for normal diffusion is t-5/2 and for anomalous diffusion the decay is slower.

Figure 2. Example of TEM response in Keritis karstic zone, with
rough parameter β≈0.2.

4. TEM data analysis in terms of non extensive statistical physics
A survey was carried out in Keritis basin where
312TEM soundings were acquired in different locations creating a detailed survey grid (about 200-250 m in x and Y dimension) using a 50x50 m single loop conﬁguration. The
TEM data collected using TEM-Fast 48 system and anal-

Figure 3. The cumulative distribution of normalized resistivities
observed for the Keritiskarstic basin along with the q-exponential
fitting with q=3.725 (see text).
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resistivity
.We plot the normalized cumulative distribution function of normalized resistivity
P(>Rρ) which counts the number of measured points
with normalized resistivity greater than Rρ, normalized by the total number of points used, as a function
of normalized resistivity Rρ. Figure 3 presents the
P(>Rρ) versus Rρ distribution,using Rρ values extracted
for the TEM soundings with γ<2, for the Keritis karstic
basin. It is obvious that in the distributions a power law
tail is observed where P(>Rρ)~Rρ-κ, with κ≈0.35.
Next step is to interpret the distribution P(>Rρ) in
terms of the Non-Extensive Statistical Physics (NESP)
motivated from the fact that NESP has been extensively
used to describe anomalous (fractional) diffusion phenomena [Lenzi et al. 2003a, Lenzi et al. 2003b, Prehlet
al. 2012, Reynolds and Geritz 2015]. Non-Extensive Statistical Physics introduced by Tsallis [1998, 2009] generalizes Boltzmann-Gibbs statistical mechanics in order
to explain the behavior of complex systems where
(multi)fractal structuresand long-range correlations are
important, leading to power-law scaling. A detailed
analysis of the properties, limitations and applications
of NESP to Earth sciences can be found in a recent review by Vallianatos et al. [2015, 2016]. One of the most
important principles in NESP is the maximization of the
Tsallis non-additive entropy [Tsallis 2009], deﬁned as:
Rρ =


 R 
1!(1! q) ρ 

 Roρ 
p(R p ) =
Zq

ρ Vomax
=
ρmin
Vo

w

Sq = kB

1! " piq
i=1

q !1

 R 
expq  ! ρ 
 Roρ 
=
Zq

(16)

wherex Zq is the q-partition function
Zq= ∫0 max expq(-X/Xo)dX, and expq(x) is the q-expo-1
nential function that is defined as expq (X) = [1+(1! q)X ]1!q
when [1+(1-q)X] ≥ 0 and zero when [1+(1-q)X] < 0
while the cumulative distribution is given as
 R 
P(> R p ) = expq  ! ρ 
 Roρ 

(17)

In the limit q→1 the q-exponential functions lead
to the ordinary exponential functions. If q>1 asymptotic power-law behavior is observed with slope -1/(q1) [Abe and Suzuki 2005, Vallianatos et al. 2015].
To test the q-exponential description of the
P(>Rρ) versus Rρ distribution we fit the data with
Equation (17). Figure 3 present the original data with
the q-exponential Equation (17) with q=3.725 , which
suggests that the distribution of resistivity in the karstic
Keritis basin presents an hierarchical patters which is
consistent in statistical terms with that of non-extensive
statistical mechanics. We note that equation (17) has an
asymptotic behaviour P(> Rρ )~Rρ!1/q!1 leading to a power
law with exponent k = 1 " 0.367 in an agreement with
q !1
κ≈0.35 observed.

(14)

5. Concluding remarks
It is being increasingly recognized that geological
media are inherently rough with persistent, long-range
spatial correlations in physical properties, including
electrical conductivity that span many decades in length
scale. Traditional electromagnetic modelling utilizes
piecewise smooth representations of the geoelectric
structure.
In the present study, motivated by previous EM ﬁeld
studies [Everett and Weiss 2002; Weiss and Everett
2007] along with recent advances in fractional diffusion
equations [Metzler and Klafter 2000], the analysis in
transient electromagnetic response of a loop switched
off in order to search the multiscaling characteristics in
the karstiﬁed Keritis basin (Western Crete), which has
been investigated in the past for its conductivity structure and the asscociated hydrogeophysical properties
[Kanta et al. 2009b, Kanta et al. 2013] is applied.
We present evidence of a fractured multi-scaled hierarchical structure, since the extracted from the analysis
of electromagnetic responses normalized resistivities
follow a q-exponential distribution in accordance with
non extensive statistical mechanics which is the appropriate frame to describe complex systems where

The parameter “q” in the definition of Tsallis entropy reflects the degree of non-additivity, W is the
total number of microscopic states and pi is a set of
probabilities. When q=1 the Boltzmann- Gibbs theory is recovered. In contrast to the B-G entropy, the
Tsallis entropy is non-additive. The latter implies that,
for two probabilistically independent systems A, B the
Tsallis entropy satisfies the following equation:
S (A) Sq (B)
Sq (A+ B) Sq (A) Sq (B)
=
+
+(1! q) q
kB
kB
kB
kB
kB

1/1!q

(15)

Non-additivity is defined by the last term on the
right-hand side of the equation and reflects superadditivity, additivity and subadditivity when q<1, q=1
and q>1 respectively, and this is the main principle of
NESP. Using the Lagrange multipliers method, we can
maximize the non-extensive entropy under appropriate conditions [Tsallis 2009, Vallianatos et al. 2015,
2016], in order to find the probability distribution p(x)
of a certain parameter x, which in our study refers to
the normalized resistivity Rρ. The probability distribution p(Rρ) after applying the Lagrange multipliers
method is given as:
8
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(multi)fractal structures and long-range correlations are
important, leading to power-law scaling. The later observation supports our motivation to introduce fractional diffusion ideas to describe the Keritis basin.
Summarizing, we can state that Time Domain Electromagnetic induction data presented here indicate that
classical diffusion is not always the most compact physically based description when interpreting geophysical
interrogations of the subsurface. Our data instead, suggest that a fractional diffusion mechanism based on a
simple but powerful physical justiﬁcation, may apply
important role in electromagnetic induction in formations where hierarchical networks can induce distinctive dynamic processes such as anomalous diffusion.
The fractional diffusion approach (even if it is not
unique) has advantages over the classical approach
since presents a more realistic description of the rough
structure of geologic materials. The physical parameters as that of resistivity represent the hierarchical networks and follow q-exponentials as expected in terms
on Tsallis entropy.
Even the resistivity distribution extracted by an inversion procedure [Svetov and Barsukov 1984] leads to a
resistivity distribution that expressed by a power law
[Vallianatos et al 2018 in preparation], it is recommended that additional electromagnetic ﬁeld studies
should be carried out in different geological settings to
provide support for the theory set forth in this paper
and to develop relationships between the apparent
roughness parameter β and important geological variables such as lithology, porosity, fracture density, and
clay and water content.
It is hoped that the concepts presented in this paper will
stimulate further research along these lines into innovative approaches for the interpretation of EM data.
The essential goal of this paper is to test in a real geological complex medium the TEM response in terms
of the rough geological medium and to better understand the physics that is introduced in terms of complexity theory.
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